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Athletic deportment, UAO
in violation of building code
By Nucy Laughlin
and
Cun Hailell

The University athlelic department
and the Union Activities Organization
(UAOl have violated the Ohio Building
Code on several occasions by
exceeding occupancy limits, a News
investigation indicates
The Ohio Building Code, table BB 23
09. states that the maximum number of
persons allowed in an area of assembly
with fixed seats is equal to the amount
of seats in that area.
According to that regulation and
University figures, the maximum
occupancy of Anderson Arena during
athletic events should be no more than
5.241 persons
However, official statistics released
by the athletic department show more
than 5.541 persons attended the Toledo
University-Bowling Green basketball

game on Feb. 2. and that more than
5.375 persons attended the Kent StateBowling Green game on Jan. 19
Thus, according to the building code,
the athletic department was in
violation on both dates
The investigation also showed UAO
has violated the code at least ten times
during three separate weekends
According to the code. 210 MathScience Bldg-where most UAO
movies are shown-can legally
accommodate 280 persons However,
three showings of "Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid" on Saturday. Jan.
26. drew crowds of 359. 344 and 338
apiece, according to UAO attendance
records.
Also, three of six showings of "Up
the Sandbox" on Friday. Jan 11. and
Saturday. Jan 12, drew crowds of 369.
373 and 367 persons The remaining
three showings were within the legal
limit.

UAO also violated the code at four of
six showings of The Getaway" on
Friday, Jan 4. and Saturday. Jan. 5.
Those showings drew crowds of 330,
318. 353 and 291 apiece, according to
UAO statistics.
Rebecca M. Meek, athletic ticket
supervisor, said 1.641 of the 5.241 seats
in Anderson Arena were sold on a
reserve basis for the Toledo game,
while the remaining 3.600 tickets were
sold at the general admission price.
The total of those tickets is equal to
the legal capacity of Anderson Arena.
5,241. meaning the game was a sellout
However, official statistics indicate
more than 300 additional persons
attended the game. Meek said she
could not account for the additional
number.
"This is what 1 can't figure out,"
Meek said. "We have that figure at
3,600 (general admission tickets) and

we cant go over that" General
admission ticket sales were stopped at
3.600. she said.
Meek said other persons-including
Pomerettes and band members might
account for some of the additional
persons, and that more people may
have come through back doors without
tickets

Campus Safety Director Dale F
Shaffer, through whose office
complaints of over-occupancy are
handled, said he had not been aware of
the UAO overcrowding, but said his
office will check the situation this
weekend
He said he didn't think the arena
situation was as serious because
security people try to keep aisles and
exits clear
Such violations are usually handled
by asking the administrator in charge
of the area to correct the situation.
Shaffer said

Senate oks grievance procedure
For faculty members wishing to file
grievances concerning promotion,
tenure and salary decisions, a
grievance procedure may soon be
recognized as official guidelines.
Faculty Senate yesterday approved a
report on procedures for grievance
arbitration, drawn up by the Ad Hoc
Committee on Grievance Procedure
The report included types of
grievances to be considered, content of
appeal petition, procedures for petition
and conciliation, procedures for a
formal hearing, findings and
disposition and procedures for
petitions alleging denial of equal
opportunity
IN CONSIDERING the content of
appeal petitions, the senate voted to
amend "evidence that all established
review and appeal procedures within
the department, school, college,
and or university administration have
been exhausted" to include "or that
they have not been concluded within a
reasonable time "
Since the initial proposal on
grievance procedures last May, the
committee gathered information from
the American Association (AAUP) of
University Professors and Ohio
University.

Weather
Heavy IDOW watch for today.
Snow possibly heavy at times
today. Highs in the upper 20s.
Turning colder with snow likely
tonight. Lows in the mid teens.
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
snow flurries tomorrow, highs In
the low to mid its.

The report said that after committee
conferences with Provost Kenneth W.
Rothe and George Herman, vice
provost of faculty affairs, the following
seem probable:
-Intra-university formal hearing
boards are not considered courts and
should not try to act as if they were;
-If reasonable opportunity is given
to present a case, examine evidence,
cross-examine, and have counsel and
reasonable records are kept, it is
unlikely that a court case could later
be made on the quality of due process;
-AAUP experience has not shown
that internal hearings serve as
stepping stones to litigation On the
contrary, their opinion was that many
faculty members are dissuaded from
litigation if internal hearings show that
they have poor cases;
-Within the University in the very
near future, promotion, tenure and
eventually salary decisions will be
reviewed by faculty groups at the
college (and perhaps university I level.
THE SENATE ALSO referred the
implementation of the proposed
procedure to the Committee on
Amendments and Bylaws, which may
amend the Faculty Charter to allow
nine teaching faculty members on
tenure to comprise the Committee on
Faculty Personnel and Conciliation.
Dr. John Greene, Faculty Senate
chairman, said the grievance
arbitration procedure is a
"companionpiece to the faculty ''
Part of the general trend has been
to be more concerned about the rights
of the faculty." Dr Greene said.
"However," he said, "the grievance

procedure will apply only to very
difficult cases. A faculty member's
only recourse is to go into a court of
law if this grievance procedure fails."
IN OTHER ACTION, the senate
voted Dr
Morris Weinberger,
education administrator and
supervisor, to fill the vacancy on the
Senate Executive Committee

Also, the following instructors were
voted to serve terms on the Faculty
Welfare Committee:
Dr Neil Browne, associate professor
of economics: Dr Michael Doherly.
professor of psychology. Dr Lorrene
Ort. professor of curricula and instruction; Dr. Virginia Platt, professor
of history, and Dr Bernard Rabin, professor of foundations and inquiry.

SBO plan: low-cost legal aid
By \1.IK i.i Shaner
Staff Reporter
The Student Body Organization
l SBO) is formulating a plan to
establish low-cost weekly legal
counseling sessions to University
students who need legal advice.
Bill Arnold, senior IA&SI and SBO
president, will meet today with Bill
Harlett. president of the Wood County
Bar Association, to discuss the
counseling plan and possibilities of
establishing a referral service.
The proposal for counseling sessions
is based on an experimental program
recently instituted by the student
government at the University of
Cincinnati. Arnold said yesterday.
"The student pays a $5 assessment
for a 45-minute private session with an
attorney from the Cincinnati Bar
Association." Arnold said.

He said the program at the
University of Cincinnati, started this
quarter, is still in the experimental
stages After the counseling program
has been in operation 10 weeks it will
be evaluated
"We want to instigate a counseling
program based on the one at the
University of Cincinnati because it
gets around the problem of using stale
money to fund a legal aid clinic, an
action the attorney general has ruled
illegal." Arnold said.
He was referring to two previous
decisions by Slate Attorney General
William J Brown ruling it illegal to
use state funds to finance a legal aid
clinic or hire a legal advisor for
University students.
In September. 1971, Ohio University
was told it could not use state funds to
finance "an office of student defender
at a state university."

"THE ATTORNEY provides
counseling and advice only. It does not
mean he will represent the student in
court if it is deemed necessary."

IN APRIL, 1872 the attorney general
ruled that Kent State University could
not expand its Legal Aid Clinic.
The syllabus of the opinion read:

Session called with Nixon aide

Truckers continuing protest
By The Associated Press
More layoffs, violence and disrupted
food and fuel shipments were reported
yesterday in the independent truckers'
shutdown. Negotiators stepped up
efforts to try to end the six-day-old
protest over fuel prices and freight
rates.

Federal and state officials, meeting
with truckers' representatives in
Washington. DC, scheduled an urgent
session with President Nixon's chief of
staff. Gen. Alexander M. Haig Jr.
THE SENATE Commerce
Committee voted to speed action by
the Interstate Commerce Commission
to permit the truckers to pass on their

Graduate announces
state seat candidacy
Art Toalston. 131 Crim St., yesterday
announced his candidacy for the Ohio
House of Representatives. 83rd
District.
Toalston will seek the Democratic
nomination in the May 7 primary for
the office currently held by Rep.
Charles Kurfess.
A speech and journalism teacher at
Findlay High School, Toalston is a
University graduateHe served as Student Body president
and sat on the President's Advisory
Council.

Id Wht.br, freshman (B.A.), practice* a round kkk-Gojukai
«tyl#-on his "target;" Chuck Agostinelli, junior (A*S),
during a recent Karate Club session. Wheeler holds a white
belt (9 Kyu) and Agostinelli holds a first degree brown belt.
(Newtphoto by Joseph Glick)

increased fuel
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costs

to
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The shutdown--or its effectsreached at least 42 states.
National Guardsmen, on duty in
three states, escorted some trucks
along Pennsylvania highways. A
spokesman said four-man Guard units
in jeeps were accompanying trucks
carrying perishable cargo and medical
supplies.
Pennsylvania State Police said there
were 53 reports of violence-including
four shootings-in the 24-hour period
that ended at 8 a.m. yesterday. A
spokesman said 10 arrests had been
made.
HIGHWAY PATROLMEN escorted
some tanker trucks in Ohio. Gov
Marvin Mandel of Maryland said he
would use National Guard trucks, if
necessary, to take food and fuel to the
western part of the state. He did not
actually call up the Guard, however.
Violence was reported late Monday
night or yesterday in at least a dozen
states. Most of the trouble involved
sniper firings, tire slashings or objects
thrown at trucks.

Most of the violence did not result in
serious injury.
There were more layoffs in
industries unable to get raw materials
or ship finished products.
The layoffs-many of them in the
meat packing or auto industriestotaled more than 75.000.
THE MISSOURI Beef Packing Co. of
Boise, Idaho, announced it would close
indefinitely because it could not get
truckers to take processed meat to
market.
Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz.
in Kansas City for a speech, said that if
the shutdown continues it will have a
serious impact, especially on
perishable food. He said that hundreds
of millions of dollars worth of food
could be lost.
There was no indication that the
shutdown had caused bare spots on
grocery store shelves as of yesterday.
Midwest stock markets reported
another decline in the number of hogs
and cattle available for sale. Eleven
major markets said they received only
16,300 hogs yesterday-32.000 less than
a week ago.

"Public funds may not be used to
finance a legal aid clinic at a state
university staffed by a private attorney
whose duties will be, primarily, to
counsel those students who seek his
advise as their legal rights either those
outside the university, or as against the
university or members of the
university community. "
Arnold said one advantage of the
program at the University of
Cincinnati is that only students needing
the service are asked to fund it.
"Some students have called me to
object to proposals to use money from
the general student fees to pay for a
legal counseling service." Arnold said
"Many students seem to feel that if
you use the service you should pay for
it because legal counseling is a very
personal matter." he said.
He said most students he talked with
said they thought legal advice should
be available to students who want it
and will pay for it.
Arnold said the $5 fee charged at
University of Cincinnati is paid to
bar association rather than
individual lawyers who conduct
sessions

the
the
to
the

ARNOLD SAID he plans to explain
the proposal to the president of the
Wood County Bar Association and get
his reactions. "I hope any problems
can be worked out and the program can
be set up soon on an experimental
basis." Arnold said
He said the proposal has the support
of Dr. Richard Eakin, vice provost for
student affairs.

The new age of majority has
increased the potential areas of
concern for the student. Legal
problems in areas of consumer
protection, criminal advice, landlordtenant disputes, employee relations,
contracts, leases and traffic violations
could be handled in counseling
sessions. Arnold said
He said he wants to make available a
list of all area attorneys. The list could
be obtained through the SBO office,
Student Affairs Office, and through
resident advisors in dormitories.
Arnold said.
"This could evolve into a 24-hour
referral service." he said.
"The University of Akron has a legal
aid clinic, now the University of
Cincinnati has a program, and we at
BG are very interested in starting
one." Arnold said.
"This should be a signal to the
attorney general that students are
interested in legal counseling. We are
still working on some questions to
submit to the attorney general for a
ruling on other proposals for legal aid
clinics," Arnold said.

Ruckelshaus
cancels talk
Former Deputy Attorney General
William Ruckelshaus has canceled his
visit to the University tomorrow due to
illness Ruckelshaus was to speak as
part of Political Awareness Week.
His presentations were being
sponsored by the School of
Environmental Studies and the Student
Body Organization.

Autopsy unavailable
The autopsy report on the death Saturday of David D. Vocila, sophomore (Ed.),
has not yet been released.
Vocila, 19, was found lying on a sidewalk near Peregrine Pond about 12:30p.m.
Saturday. Raymond C. Whittaker, dean of students, said Vocila had last been
seen by another student about 10 a.m. that morning.
Whittaker said Vocila could not have been lying by the pond overnight since his
body was not covered with snow. Snow began falling Saturday just after
midnight.
WHITTAKER SAID three University Health Center staff members were
unable to detect a pulse when they reached Vocila at the pond. However, during
the ambulance ride to Wood County Hospital, the attendants detected a weak
pulse as they maintained artificial respiration and external heart massage, he
said.
The ambulance was delayed about four minutes by a train at a Peon Central
railroad crossing. Whittaker said the ambulance attendants malatli—rl
treatment of Vocila.
Vocila was dead on arrival at the hospital
Campus Safety expects to receive the aatopsy report today
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wyatt earp and gun control
—.

pentagon mulching
nation's tax dollars
President Nixon's budget message to Congress Monday contained
another fiasco for America from the Defense Department.
The President requested $85 8 billion for the coming fiscal year which
would be the most spent for defense since 1945 when 979.9 billion was
spent.
Defense officials say increased spending is needed because of the
Soviet Union's apparent determination to commit unlimited resources to
its military forces.
The Pentagon is making the most of Soviet scare stories to rationalize
its extravagant use of tax dollars.
Defense Department officials also continue to use their infamous
ability to produce expensive equipment that becomes obsolete almost
before it is used.
For instance, much of the money will go to produce lightweight fighter
planes for the Air Force and Navy to replace the F14 and the F15 which
are just now coming into use.
Both planes are rated as top-notch matches for Soviet fighter planes,
but the Pentagon says they are too expensive to produce.
So now our tax dollars will go to produce a new plane of the same type,
only lighter. Chances are the new F14 and F15 will never get off the
ground before they're obsolete too.
The Pentagon also may get $7.5 billion for strategic weaponry and
research on larger warheads for intercontinental ballistic missies.
The combined power of the warheads this nation has now could blow up
the world several times. And we need more?
It is understandable that rising costs of the volunteer army due to
inflation would necessitate increased funds, but why is military aid to
South Vietnam being nearly doubled for next year?
A defense spokesman said the cease fire enacted last year in Vietnam
has not worked as well as hoped. He added that military consumption by
the South Vietnamese is well ahead of what was anticipated
After 12 years of fighting for a corrupt government in South Vietnam
the United States will be pouring $1.45 billion in military aid to keep the
war going.
It isn't the Communists who we have to worry about as much as our
own defense department starving us to death in the interest of creating
better technology for death.

There are a number of sheepish
people who feel that a handgun in (heir
drawer or closet somehow makes them
more manly. Their arguments are
rather pathetic.
They feel that the police force is
insufficient protection for them-and so
make the lives of policemen more
dangerous, their work more difficult,
by holding out the constant menace
that every man will become his own
policeman in some Armageddon
encouraged by their very belief in it.
The weird thing is that some
policemen are gun addicts, as well-though the peril they live with is
encouraged by the ready access to
cheap guns, the large permanent
floating stock being pushed out by
sporting firms and mail order ads.
MOVIES AND TV fantasy feed the
old myth that "we" brought law and
order to the old wild West with guns
wielded by the good guys in selfdefense against the bad guys.
We neglect, too often, the bad guys
who were selling guns to both sides to
begin with--''cowboys" and Indians,
settlers and herdsmen.
The power of this myth to pervert
reality is spectacularly exemplified in
Ihe story of Wyatt Earp.
Wyatt Earp "cleaned up" Dodge
City, among other places-but not the
way movie and TV screens have
depicted that process. There were no

high noon shoot outs, bar rooms full of
gun smoke, or hasty checked motions
to "draw" inhibited only by Wyatt's
lightning speed.
WHAT WAS there, then? A room for
confiscated weapons, that's what.
Wyatt Earp cleaned up Dodge City by
making it illegal to wear a gun in the
town. By gun control.
Arrest was automatic, and Earp's
three deputies were encouraged to be
zealous by a supplement to their
salaries--$2.50 for every arrest made
And one more thing: in Earp's own
words. "Dead ones wouldn't
count...Mayor Hoover had hired me to
cul down the killings in Dodge, not to
increase them."
Earp had to kill one man in all his
time at Dodge City, famed for its
toughness
AND IT was tough But Earp's
method tamed it. For a while, arrests

on this charge ran about 400 per month
(good pay for Earp himself and the
deputies).

But crimes of passion or convenience
would not have guns practically pushed
into the hands of their perpetrators.

But the lawmen worked themselves
out of a job-within two years he had
these arrests down to a slim 29 for the
entire twelve months.

Yet when an eminent psychiatrist.
Dr. Kent Robinson of Baltimore, first
pointed out the significance of Earp's
true history for the question of gun
control, he got the usual spate of
irrational letters from gun cultists

So he moved on to clean up other
towns. Successfully. And died in his
bed at age 81. His method worked.
All the "good" citizens did not fight
it on the grounds that they were being
disarmed, but crooks would not keep
the law Those who didn't were
arrested.
Sure, there is no way to keep the
determined lawbreaker from breaking
laws except arrest. That does not mean
everyone else must engage in a
protective crime of his own.
"If murder is banned, only
murderers will murder should we
prevent that by indulging in
compensatory murder ourselves''
THERE IS at least one handgun for
every eight persons in America-a
constant temptation to the angered
husband, jrunk fighter, young bandit,
curious child.
Those determined to get a gun may
be able to get it despite more stringent
controls than we have

(I have taken my argument from bis
more thorough presentation to the
American Psychiatric Association, and
checked with him the kind of letters
that came in after his talk.

GUN CULTISTS can save their time
by not duplicating their stuff in answer
to me. It didn't work the first time.
Why should it the second'')
If we stop listening to the
swaggerers, one truth emerges-that
the Wyatt Earp of history was more
"manly than the Wyatt Earp of
legend, the mythical stalker of his
mirror-selves with guns slung low.
CIVILIZATION is not kid stuff But
gun games are-very deadly and
dangerous kid stuff.
Copyright. 1*74, Universal Press
Syndicate

america»land of apathy and decay
By James E. Williamson
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
Guest Student Columnist

The Book of Revelations speaks of
many things, toward a worldly
downfall, especially diseases and
plagues, the main devastators.
It will be diseases and plagues that
will sweep the nations of the world and
America has been swept. America has
been swept with public apathy at moral
decav. a plague that thrives from the

Statue of Liberty to the shores of
California.
THE RESISTANCE is low and there
aren't enough antibodies to protect the
people from the Political Batfilli"
infecting, running modestly, but
skillfully rampant jn rural, suburban,
urban and communal communities
Some of the people are mere carriers
of such bacilli and others are attacked
by it This bacilli (politicall I label,
"Politi of Psychi Devasti Manipuli."
(the games of Psychological
Devastation and Manipulation).
The plague of pathological disorder
is steadily growing and there are those
within the Democratic framework,
who are attempting to turn America
into a padded bed for emotional
disorders.
THE INTENTION^ of the
democracy that never was. is for us to
suffer peacefully and luxuriously at
our expense. We are buying mental
ease from the very things that oppress
us.
Within the Democratic framework.
"Politi of Psychi Devasti Manipuli"

thrives It has festered there for
centuries We cannot help ourselves
unless, we attack the disease and once
that attack has begun we will be about
asserting ourselves.
The waving of flags, no matter what
the color, are eye catchers, not disease
eradicators. and unless we develop the
ceteris paribus' of political
observation, then we will act as bulls
caught by the gleam of red cloth and
charge to our deaths.
THIS IS A new year and optimism is
good, but let's not get lost in the
Romanticism of our American or
college life.
If we wish to be vaccinated against
such a disease as "Politi of Psychi
Devasti Manipuli." we must be about
purging our heads from hallucinations
of education and college life
Not only black students from undergraduate to graduate levels suffer the
subtle but explicit racism at BGSU. but
the rest of the student body also, in
many respects.
FOR ANY of us to have the wool
pulled over our eyes and pretend.

fantasize and romanticize life far from
its reality makes us fools
We are "student niggers" and the
masr's (sic) are the self-righteous
professors and administrators.
The good nigger students, partial of
color, get all the pats on the back The
bad student niggers, partial of color,
get all the kicks in the ass
It is time for us as "student niggers"
to make a stand, come alive and be
niggers, campus niggers field niggers.
BE THE niggers vaccinated against
"Politi of Psychi Devasti Manipuli"
negotiating no principles nor
compromising our minds
When we are about this, we will gain
back our sense of creativity and above
all. our sense of direction
Where do we go from here, student
field and house niggers" The choice is ■
ours We are not here because we owe
BG anything
IT OWES US something and if you
choose not to go after it, then you are
short-changing yourselves and wasting
your time being here.

price difference for sexes
By George Dunlap
301 Kohl
Guest Student Columnist
In the Friday. January 18th issue of
The BG News there was an article
written by Carl Kemensky. entitled,
"Men's lib' rates voice in price
discrimination."

'FILL IT!'

Lerrers
health center editorial atrocious
The editorial stall of The News has
added another item to its long list of
atrocities The personal attack on the
health center nurse was ill-conceived,
unjustified and quite probably a libel
upon the reputation of a practicing
professional
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The implications of personal and
professional incompetence contained
within the editorial were crude, unsubstantiated and blatantly vicious
(particularly the headline).
THE ACCOMPANYING cartoon was
at best totally unjustified
Perhaps you should consult other
hospitals in order to learn something
about emergency room procedures
My experience is that emergency room
personnel strive to gather as much
personal and historical information as
possible, for reasons obvious to
medical personnel.
A hospital which is authorized to
treat only a limited population would
quite logically need even more
information
A PRACTICING nurse has a special
interest in the avoidance of
malpractice action i journalists have
no such interest).
The best protection for a hospital
nurse is to remain within the scope of
her employment, which would
certainly include following hospital
procedures. Any criticism of these
procedures should be aimed at the
hospital administration in a civilized
manner.
The News seems to accept an idea
which is popular among much of the
faculty. The ideas is that any
statement which is extremely cynical,
extremely anti-establishment and/or
extremely vicious is automatically
profound.

THIS NOTION really doesn't qualify
as an idea and it certainly has no place
in a university faculty or in a
university newspaper.
The News should implement the
following steps in order to correct
these horrendous errors:
1) The editorial staff should make an
immediate and in-person apology to
the nurse involved and the health
center administration.
2) The editorial staff should
immediately arrange to retract the
editorial statements and to publically
(in print) apologize for the editorial
and the cartoon.
THE
IRRESPONSIBILITY
displayed in that issue of The News has
no place in journalism, amateur or
professional.
I hope the error is quickly corrected
and procedures implemented to
prevent a recurrence of such
atrocities.
Tom Ealey
Box 61
McClure. Ohio

woes from
the past
RE: Ms. Chirakos
recent
experience at the health center:
In Fall. IMS. I had a bile accident in
front of the health center Bleeding

noticeably with cuts, abrasions and a
multiple-fractured hand. I managed to
drag my machine off the road and
staggered to the main entrance
At the entrance I was in a
considerable state of shock and
somewhat confused by the dark glass
used in the building and the fact that
the doors would not push open.

As the article stated. Mike Florio,
senior (A&S). made a complaint
concerning the difference in prices at
the Kohl-Founders Beer Blast, ($1 for
male students and 75 cents for female
students at the door)
AS MIKE said. 1 knew it (the price
difference) was against the law so 1

firelands story

THIS INCIDENT had a profound
effect upon me. as I was a freshman
and it was my first routine experience
with the administration and seemed to
set a pattern of indifference,
obtuseness and insensitivity that I have
run into continuously since.

To the staff of The Green Sheet:
I would like to thank you for your
article on Firelands Campus. I, who
am a former branch student,
appreciate the good word.
Frankly. I was getting a little tired of
people thumbing their noses at
Firelands Until your article the only
good comments I had heard about it
came from former Firelands students.
AND IT'S good to know that there
are others who recognize the Firelands
Branch of Bowling Green State
University as just that- a university
and not a high school.
Most of the students on the main
campus have never been to Firelands.
This is understandable But what I
don't understand is why many of the
professors have never been there.
I criticize Firelands on this point
also. I know of at least one professor at
the branch who has never been to the
main campus. This surprises me.
Firelands IS Bowling Green State
University.
THIS IS only my first quarter on the
main campus, but I have been a
student of BGSU for two and one half
years. Firelands and the main campus
should not alienate themselves so
much from each other. Let's get it
together!
Thanks again for the pat on the back.
The pictures were great. It felt good to
see a little bit of home. Why don't you
have a regular column on your little
sister?

Franz Zrilich
619 S College Dr

Sue Rose
825 Third St

I THOUGHT it was closed and
therefore pressed the prominently
displayed "After Hours" button.
Actually the building was open. (The
doors open out instead of in and the
dark glass makes the reception area
inside appear to be dark and
henceforth, not in use.)
Later I was told that I was quite
visible from the inside and that the
nurses did nothing to help me.
ONCE IN I had to produce a BGSU
ID. but my ID was in my room. So I
was required to fill out numerous
forms and wait 10-20 minutes to see a
doctor.
I. unlike Ms. Chirakos. obviously had
been in an accident and should have
been taken immediately to a doctor as
my behavior outside the door was so
bizzare that I could have been suffering
from a mild concussion

contacted Bonnie Belters, program
coordinator at Founders and Stan
Lundahl and told them about the law,"
Question0 What law does Mike and
The BG News refer to? There is none'
After checking with the Wood County
Prosecutor's office, here in Bowling
Green and explaining the situation,
their reply was that we "could charge
what you wanted and that it was not
illegal (price difference for sexes). "
I WENT even further by calling the
Ohio State District Attorney's Offic* in
Columbus, and they also replied.
There is no law concerning the
discrimination against sexes
concerning prices."
With the above information about the
legality of price discrimination, it
appears that: 1) The BG News did not check up its information upon stating
facts to the students and 2) in the
manner of which the article was
written, it did not express the reason
why the prices were set and did not
contact all parties involved in the beer
blast

HOW CAN a paper, publicized to be
an "Independent Student Voice" be so
one-sided?
I feel that it is The BG News''I
responsibility to retract the article on
the 18th of January and make a full
check into the entire situation, not only
the legality or illegality of the point but
also the manner in which the Office of
Residence programs changed the price
policy
(Editor's note: Emerson Cole,
Director of the Ohio Civil Rights
Commission in Toledo, when contacted
Monday, said be thinks different prices
for men and women at a public
occasIn is illegal.
Cole says sack sex discrimination
violations are patterned after Ohio
House Bill (It, which it the law against
racial discrimination la Ohio. ! Be
added there are several court cases
coming np oa the issue and said- he
expects the discrimination by sex Ui be
declared illegal.
V

VfednWoy, NWvary *, W4, Th. §G (tows/Fag. »

Watergate dispute growing

White House answers Jaworski

Book
stacker

While r.th.lving boaki al ih« library, Jeyc* BotoH Mniw (Ed.),
tak«« advantage of a book cart le mad* h»r work k»u Iking.
( N.wiphoio by Michaol G. Gron.|

WASHINGTON (AP) The White House has made a
written response to special
Watergate prosecutor Leon
Jaworski s
request
for
continued access to tapes
and documents A meeting
Is scheduled later this week
to resolve a growing dispute
The letter, from White
House Watergate lawyer
James D. St, Clair was
termed
"a lengthy
communication"
by
a
spokesman in the special
prosecutor's office
The
spokesman said it -'will
require further clarification
and further discussion
between Mr. Jaworski and
Mr St. Clair."
He added there will be no
further comment until after
the meeting, expected when
Jaworski returns from a trip
to Texas There was no
elaboration about what the
letter said.
What is being sought by
Jaworski isn't known and
neither the While House nor
the special prosecutor will
say.

Placement office plans way
to increase job opportunities
The Career Planning and
Placement
center has
started a program that may
triple job opportunities for
University
students,
assistant director of the
center. Hollie Oatley. said.
The new program consists
of
the
University
exchanging job vacancy lists
for graduates with area
colleges.

By informing students of
job openings other colleges
receive. University students
learn of more
job
opportunities and have a
better chance at out-of-state
jobs. Oatley said.
"Tight money in schools
and the energy crisis are the
main reasons this program
was started." said Oat lev

Cause of faulty lighting sought
University maintenance has not yet determined the cause
of faulty outdoor lighting in inner-campus. Eugene F.
Beatty. director of buildings and facilities, said.
If lightning caused the problem, it could cost $50,000 to
install new wiring throughout the whole system, said
Beatty
Maintenance is presently going through the underground
system light by light to determine the exact cause.
Beatty said decorative lighting around trees at Harshman
and Kreischer Quadrangles have also been out. but the
problem causes no threat to the safety of students

These factors tend to
make job recruiters hire
people from
nearby
universities. Oatley said.
If the energy crisis results
in gas rationing, recruiters
won't be able to visit many
campuses
to
interview
prospective employees, he
said
Job vacancy lists will be a
form of want ads" to

inform

students

of

job

opportunities, according to
Oatley
Since the program began
in December, 24 universities
have been invited
to
participate.
Eight
universities are now
actively involved.

Kent siatc. Miami Uni-

INTERESTED IN
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS??
If you want to learn more about the worldwide operations of the multinational corporation, you may be interested in a realistic (pragmatic) description of the philosophic, economic, political, cultural and social environments that influence the
operational policies of major U.S. companies that conduct business throughout the
world.
Buemess Administration 390 (Introduction to Multinational Business) presents a
general overall view of the world environment and the goals, policies, problems,
contributions and future trends of international business firms. The course is
scheduled for Monday and Wednesday from 3-5 p.m., in the spring quarter. The
Economics 351 prerequisite is waived for this quarter, but you should have at least
third quarter sophomore standing.
Students of business, political science, language or any international area should
find the course an interesting elective. For further information, call Professor Hoskins at 372-0222.

versity. Ohio University,
Ball State University.
Eastern
Michigan
University,
Central
Michigan
University.
Western
Michigan
University and Pennsylvania State University are
now sending job vacancy
lists to the University and
receiving lists from here
University job vacancy
lists are published every two
weeks. Other colleges in the
program send lists every
two weeks or every month.
The program is being
tested this quarter and will
be continued on a regular
basis if successful

AFTER RELAXING its
grip on non-subpoenaed
material late last year even
allowing an assistant special
prosecutor to go through a
file cabinet-there has been
an obvious hardening in the
While House attitude toward
supplying all that Jaworski
is asking for
President Nixon signaled
that in his State of the Union
message when he said "I
believe that I have provided
all the material that he
Jaworski needs to conclude
his investigations and to
proceed to prosecute the
guilty and to clear the
innocent "
St. Clair. the following
day, told newsmen there
has to come an end at some
point and we'll just have to

CONGRATULATE

the White House and that he
expected a decision Monday.
BUT THE DAY passed
with only the word from
Deputy Press Secretary
Gerald L Warren that "this
matter will be discussed

Professor's works on display
Works by Konald J Jaromini. associate
professor of art al the University, are on
exhibit at The 831 Gallery in Birmingham.
Mich., through Feb. 10.
Jacomini's photographs deal with the
human figure in a varity of environments
using many techniques including straight
shots, moving figures and split imagery.
His works have been exhibited at Center of
the Kye in Aspen. Colo. Apeiron in
Millerton. NY. and other galleries and
universities
During (he past year he was an awaui-

winner in the Kalamazoo Art Institute's
' Kalamaioo Views and Points of View"
exhibit, and held a two-man exhibition at
Ohio Northern University.
Gallery hours for the exhibit are II am to
530 p.m. Tuesday through Friday and 10
a.m. tolp.10 on Saturday.
The show also includes works by noted
photographer Edward Weston and his sons,
Brett and Cole Weston is known for his
scenes of California nature and his son Brett
has followed this tradition.

Plane crash
CYNTHIANA, Ky (API - At least
two persons were killed yesterday
when a twin engine plane spun into a
hillside lour miles southeast of here
and burst into flames
It was spinning around just like a
pencil wilh its nose down and it just
hit the top of the hill and blew up,"
David Kenaker said
Kenaker. 12, was on a passing
school bus when
the Aero
Commander began its nosedive (hat
ended near (he home of F.ldon Hall ot
Rural Route 6. Cynthiana
"When I saw it. it was going
straight down towards the ground."
Henaker said
Hall, who was fixing his breaklast
at the time, said he heard a loud
explosion and at first thought il was
inside his house.

Lottery
COLUMBUS (AIM - Cleveland was
chosen yesterday as headquarters [or
the new stale lottery after
commission chairman David Leahy
insisted "it's where the people and

lottery players are "
The vote was 3-2 after commission
member Bernice Mackenzie of
Canton broke an hour-long stalemale
on the site choice by changing her
preference from Mansfield to the
lakef ronl city.
it's tune we decided and got on
with the business of the lottery." she
said, joining endorsements by
commissioners Leahy, who is from
Cleveland,
and
Cleveland
Councilwoman Mary E Vates
Commissioner Louis s Goldman of
Dayton voted for Dayton, and
Cincinnalian Richard S Rust Jr..
voted for Columbus.

Hijackers
CAIRO. Egypt lAPl - Three
gunmen who hijacked a freighter in
Pakistan anil were sent to Cairo left
(In' Kgyplian capital yesterday for
the neighboring Arab country of
Libya, airport officials said
The Ihree arrived in Cairo Monday
from Karachi where they hijacked a
Greek Freighter, held three crewmen
hostage and demanded the release of
two Palestinian guerrillas held in
Greece The guerrillas in Greece

Mike Poddubry
Tom Polker
Dave Saywell
Tom Trimble
John White

And Pledges:
Mike Lindhorst
Cliff Cater
Tom Falvey
Mark Pape
John Fluckinger
Dennis Short
Pat Strohm

were sentenced to die for the Athens
airport attack last summer that
killed 5 persons and wounded 55

Illegal funds
WASHINGTON (API - The General
Accounting Office (GAOl asked the
U.8. attorney general yesterday to
investigate alleged illegal campaign
contributions to the Ohio Democratic
Party by several corporations and the
AFL-CIO in 1972
The GAO stated that an audit of the
party's 1971-72 records showed that at
least six corporations bought some
$1,100 worth of tickets for a
December 1972 dinner to salute
national convention delegates and
candidates for the U.S. Congress.
"Officials of two of the
corporations
confirmed
that
corporate funds were used to pay for
the tickets." the GAO report said.
"We were unable to determine
whether the other four contributions
were made from corporate funds.''
The GAO did not name the six
corporations.

We could always
put a new label on it,
call it a snack...
and charge you more.
Gerber baby foods taste
lite delicious snacks,
because they are.
Great puddings. Luscious
fruits. And special treats,
like peach cobbler or
blueberry buckle.
Gerber baby -feeds
cost less than snacks,
because they aren't
Sold like those snacks
in pull-top cans.

*INED DESSERT

Gerber baby-foods
come in convenient-size
jars—enough-for
one serving.

EACH COBBLER
Gerber baby -foods don't
haveto be refHgerated
until theyVe opened.
So you can keep
thern anywhere
■forsnacking anytime.

THEIR NEW ACTIVES:
Gus Adams
Mike Counts
Jim Harp
Tom Kaput
Ted Miller

in...confidential
conversations and communications'' between St.
Clair and Jaworski That led
to yesterday's announcement from Jaworski's office
about the lengthy communication.

newsnotes

THE BROTHERS OF

TAU KAPPA EPSILON FRATERNITY

consider the circumstances
as they hereafter occur "
In a television interviewlast Sunday on ABC s
issues
and
Answers"
Jaworski acknowledged he
had requested more
documents and tapes from

Next time you're
snack-hunting,
look for Gerber
in your campus
vending machine.
Gerber Products Company, Fremont, Michigan 49412
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Carly Simon's newest solo cut
coincides with daughter's birth
Review by
Frank Johnson
This week: the ladies Carly Simon. Gracie Slick
and Joni Mitchell All have
released new albums in the
l.i.i few weeks.
If nothing else. Slicks
new album "Manhole"
(Cirunl 0347) will prove to
doubters that the voice of
the Jefferson Airplane is
alive and well.
I faintly remember a
[rind Hying last summer
that Slick's voice was cracking and wouldn't last much
longer Hogwasfc
Her voice is as vibrant as
ever And with this album
being her first solo effort.
siick performs admirably.
The title cut carries the
whole album, not only by
length
but
also
in
intricacies in the song She
pulls oft many things that
seem 10 be meant for

"White Rabbit,'' like more
instrumental and Spanish
lyrics
While this is Slick's solo
album, one can expect
almost anybody from the
San Francisco area to pop in
on the recording session
The entire Airplane is
present and works on most
cuts. David Crosby helps on
vocals and other bay area
people are in and out on instrumental
Such is the case with the
other solo albums everybody wants to come in and
help out. On the Joni Mitchell album.
Court and
Spark"
(Asylum
10011,
you'll find Dave Crosby.
i,i.ill.mi
Nash,
Robbie
Robertson. Jose Feliciano
and Cheech 4 ("hong
Mitchell can start a
pleasant steady tune, break
at the end of a line and run
through words quickly Yet
it sounds free and unhurried

Filing deadline for elections set
Persons Interested in running lor a Student Body
Organisation office or director at large of the Union
Activities Organization have until fi p m Monday. Feb. II to
apply
Applicants must register in 405 Student Services Hldg
Each candidate must attend a rules meeting at 7 p.m. either
Feh 10 or 11 in 405 Student Services Hldg to have his name
put on the official ballot
Campaigning will begin at S p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 12
All candidates also arc asked to contact the BG News
Office at 372 ZOOS for a pre election interview.

The style works also well
in songs not completely her
own. "Raised on Robbery"
is the album's first single,
with overdubbed vocal harmonies like Belie Midler's
"Boogie
Woogie
Bugle
Boy". Mitchell sings much
different from Midler, although the technique used
for this harmony is the
same
The results are
excellent.
To further the comparison
of the two singers. "Court
and Spark" finishes with an
old jazz tune "twisted." as
did the Divine One on her
second album
The difference here is even
harsher.
Midler s version is played
as a game, as Mitchell's is
altered to her style This, by
the way. is the song Cheech
& ('hong make their
dramatic debut" for a few
seconds which is not enough
time for them to mess up
things
Carly Simon's new album

"Hotcakes" (Electra 10021
leaves one question openwas the album's release
planned to coincide with the
birth ol Simon's baby''
The new album is not just
Simon's latest solo effort,
although one might think it
is the first one from James
Taylor and Simon A few
topical tunes like Mind on
My Man" and "Think I'm
(ionna Have a Babv" which

Simon authored and Taylor
inspired are on the album,
but you might not like the
album's
single
"Mockingbird."
"Mockingbird"
is a
remake of the Inez Foxx
tune which was released
around summer. 1963. If you
remember the original at
all. you'll probably enjoy
listening to Simon try to offset Taylor's off key singing.
I really enjoyed the
album It only has a few low
spots. One of them is
Taylor's and Carry's joint
composed song which didn't
turn me on "Forever My
Love" is the song, and a lot
more Taylor than Simon is
on this one It gives the impression that Taylor is just
using the opportunity
presented

Graduation
Candidates for the March
16 commencement should
place their order for caps
and gowns at the University
Bookstore. Student Services
Bldg. No cash is needed at
the time measurements are
taken
Graduation
announcements will be on sale in the
bookstore approximately
two weeks
prior to
commencement.

American Indian presentation

ENGLISH 200: LITERATURE

A presentation nl American Indian legends and an
interpretation
"t
those
legends will be given al 6
tonight in the 1'ink Dogwood
Suite. 1'nion
The presentation will be
given by Moose I'aiiip ol the
Chippewa tribe I'amp is the
Advocate for Native Americans al
Michigan I'm
versity.
which
recruits,
counsels,
serves and
programs
Indian curriculum.

SECTION TOPICS
Poetry and Music
Introduction to Black American
Literature
American Indian Literature
Women in Literature

Science Fiction
Psychology in Fiction
The Hero in Literature
The Child in Poetry

Literature and Film — new format, with film showings in class
periods. Spring Quarter program:

Oedipus
The Innocents
(The Turn of the Screw)
A Raisin in the Sun

The Horse's Mouth
Major Barbara
A Streetcar Named Desire
Shane

Prerequisite: English 112 or 113.
Satisfies Humanities requirements.
May be repealed if topic is different

Concentrating, Kathy
Tobias,
sophomore
(Ed.) works on a
pendant in hor »ilv«rsmilhing class.

yesterday
I'amp also will advise Dr.
Illanchard on a new grad-

PAMP will speak to two
sections ol Knghsh 200. a
course in Native American
Literature The talk is sponsored by the English Department and is free and open to
the public

Free flute fling features faculty
A free flute clinic, sponsored by the University Creative
Arts Program, will be held from 9 am to noon Saturday at
the School Of Music Bldg
Judith Bentley. an instructor in the program and a faculty
member of Oberlin College and the Interlochen Academy,
will lead the clinic
Interested students in grades seven through 12 and their
directors will receive lessons, demonstrations and basic
literature inlormationat the clinic

We are one of the lirsi
universities in the nation in

offer .1 Native Literature
course,' l)r (arlene Hagnail Blaochard, associate
professor of Knghsh and
American Studies, said

TWO DAY SPECIAL

BEER BLAST

FREE BIKINI

featuring

When You Buy 2 Pairs at Reg.
Price - Wed. & Thurs. Only

TOADFLAX
B1N»A«IBIC1»D

Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
West of McDonald
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LAST YEAR,
OUR AD SAID:
WILL HAVE
MR SO STORK
OVER
\A/F

SS«»z*»
Minnesota FABRICS now operates 53 retail fabric
stores in seven states. And we will continue to grow!
A growing company provides a good climate for in
dividual growth.

CARE TO GROW
RAPIDLY WITH US?

Emir

A company representative will be on campus soon for

mam

McDonald West
Cafeteria
$

1.00 Admission

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥!
Come to the C.R.
£

Snacks

*

Becky

* Watson
J

Wed. thru Sat.
8- 12
(No
Cover)

Mark Goros

Pitcher
Beer

The Cardinal Room in the Union

Sponsored By

KrHrftH
PfEfcH
i»iiii«>

iutiitit

Feb. 8 - 9 p.m.-2 a.m.

uate course in American
Studies. Native American
Literature and Culture 580

Offenhauer Towers
THE JEWISH STUDENTS GROUP
Announces An Evening Of Films On:

Israel and American Jewry
Among the films to be shown are: The Wall, a documentary on Israel narrated by Richard Burton; and Days of
Judgment, a look at American student response to the Yom
Kippur War.

interviews. Business candidates preferred and others
interested in large volume retail store management.
Opportunities in 1974 in Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh and Washington, D.C. metropolitan areas.

Wednesday, 7:30 P.M., River Room, Union

Check in at your campus recruiting office to schedule an interview.

A Minnesota FABRICS Representative

will be interviewing on campus

WEDNESDAY
FEB. 13

|§r -me.
f§ PoTToM LE.SS
DRINK.
2£>4 AN n AU. YOO CAN OMIfilE .' //1
(EXCEPT FCl.t 5ATCJP.M -2A.M.)

Minnesota
FABRICS

117 N. MAIN-353-0512

Featuring: A Tour of Italy With Our Italian Foods
All You Can Eat For

S095
%J

includes: Spaghetti & Choice of Three Other Main Items
lasagne
ravioli
vtal scsfeopini
•ft plant parmifiano
f•rtucini
veal parmifiano
jnocchi
chicken cacciatore
manicorti
Also includes:
Choice of soup or juice, tossed salad, Italian bread & butter, coffee or tea

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOWI

GENERAL OFFICES

5600 N. County Road 18, New Hope. MN 55428

PETTIS ALPINE VILLAGE
RESTAURANT

IOOH

S. MAtN

5 till 11 in the Main Dining Room
Will be served every night by popular demand

t
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M fcere Thrifty Shopping Is i Pleasure

MORE MONEY-SAVERS
TO HELP YOUR BUDGET!

GreatScot
FR/ENDl V FOOD STORES

GREAT SCOT

V

SANDWICH
BUNS

7 DAY
BONUS
BUY

?D«Y
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Off-campus housing: know your lease
By Mary Zllello
Many students who reach
junior and senior ranking,
look lorward
to the
opportunity to move off
campus.
But there are problems to
be considered when students
leave dormitory
life,
according to Kris Kridon
senior 1A&S1. and Mike
Berthofl senior iH A I. co-

ordinators of the Student
Housing Association iSHAI
They discussed the SHA
and how it aids students
Monday night
"THE SHA helps kids with
off-campus
problems."
Kridon said "It provides
information to make offcampus living easier and
helps with any lease
trouble.'"

Where the
Glass is Greener
Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt liquor

UAO CAMPUS MOVIE

Erldon said that although
the SHA cant tell students
what is available to rent,
they have files on landlords
and
how off-campus
students have rated their
landlords
Berthoff remarked that
the first thing to do is make
sure you are eligible to
move off campus
"Although there is no
longer a 21-agc requirement,
a student must have 90
hours, the junior status.''
Berthoff said
He said if a student falls
short by a couple of hours,
he can go before the SHA
appeal board for their
permission to move offcampus
THE NEXT THING to
consider is the type ol place
the student wants, he said
Roomi,
houses
or
complexes are available

'

Houses offer a lot more
freedom.
Berthofl said

"But check if it's furnished,
check the parking facilities
and if it's being rented to
one group or divided into
several groups."
Berthoff said complexes
are one step above living in
a dormitory.
The general things to
look for though, in any
situation.'' he added, "is the
distance from campus and if
pets are allowed ''
Berthoff suggested the BG
News. Sentinel Tribune and
the SHA guideline as papers
to look in for places for rent
It's hard to keep track of
houses."
Berthoff
remarked, "because a lot of
places go from friend to
friend
The main consideration to
be made is the lease, they
said
"THE LEASE is a
contract
between the
landlord
and
tenant.''
Kridon stated
There are

HEY
PODNERS!

Dustin Hoffman

STRAW DOGS

WEDNESDAY 18

Friday and Saturday
February 8 & 9
5:30 - 8:00 - 10:30

$ DOLLAR DAY $
Cheeseburger Platter

210
Math-Science
M *****.*.**.*.*.*.*.*

and (itat

00 with
ID

CINEMA I

'.< pound freshly ground pur* beef
a slic* of mellow cheese
on toasted sesame bun,
trench frits and col* slaw,
served with The Real Thing, Coke.

$1.00

AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

REG. '1.50
SAVE 50'

NOW PLAYING
Wednesday - 8:00—Thursday - 7:20 & 9:35

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ONLY
FEB. 6

Where were you in '62?

"AMERICAN
GRAFFITI"
Rated P.G. IN COLOR

OVER 500 PAIRS OF
CURRENT FOOTWEAR
STYLES FROM
CONNIE, BASS,
DUNHAMS, AND
LADY DEXTER.

AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

NOW PLAYING
Wednesday • 8:00 - Thursday • 7:15 & 9:20
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1 pair for *10.00
2 pair at $ 18.00 and
3 pair for $22.00
NEW STORE HOURS
MON. & FRI. ■ 10-9
TUES., WED., THUR., SAT. 10-6
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The escalation clause
gives the landlord the right
to raise the rent at any time.
Berthoff said.
An important clause to
look for is the right to
privacy'
clause."'
he
emphasized. "This loo is in
the landlord's favor It gives
him the right to inspect at
any
time without any
notice."

"ONE IS THE jointly and

ACROSS
A hum.id." |tp.

Him
One of ihe
Lewises.
Winnie's epithet.
Admirable.
Men of the road.
Tributary of
the P».
Stadium in
Miami.
TV's Ironside.
Letter.
Illossoma.
Sift-tilers.
Romps.
Chat: i nil...]
Aromas.
Say farewell.
Km.
Fr.
Liberty for one,
Icy masses.
German
philosopher.
First dynasty in
China, r. 2000
B.C.
Bohemian.
Sawfish's saw.
Network.
Ball park fare.
Rrinfts into
agreement,
("lever stratagem.
Leather
morrasin.
TV souper lomle.
Cannon, for
example,
(.reedy.
Benefit.
Blank spares.
Sheep shelter.
Byways.
Satiate.
Type of jug.

Both
co-ordinators
emphasized to always have
a copy of the lease and rules
"But
remember.'
Berthoff said, "no lease is
enforceable til it is signed."
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

7* Gen I Feiiurtt Corp

46 Grub.

DOWN
1 Box light!)
2 Feet: Comb,
form.
I Buffalo Bill.
1 Neville of
Britain.
5 Palm leaves:
Poet.
A Stuffs with
baron.
7 Yeminite.
8 Dirtirian's
concern.
9 Moslem
dignitary.
10 Fireplace
projection.
11 On the up and
up.
12 Boater.
11 It.-II. and Capri.
I1' While House
resident*, 1869.
21 Not theirs.
25 Trading area.
26 Port of Ireland.
27 Kiniiiif used with
orange, lime. etc.
28 Vole seeker.
29 D'Oyle
, G «
S producer,
30 Carousal.
32 Machu IV.hu
country.
34 Japanese girdle
box.
35 Hart or deer,
37 Short-legged
hound.
41 Bean or lentil
item.
43 Leaves of the
calyx.
44 Adjective for
Abe.
45 Dismay.

IN REFERENCE to
subleasing. Eridon stressed
that being unable
to
sublease can be a dangerous
thing which could leave the
student stuck with the rent.
Berthoff warned to be
wary of unexpected charges
"This can be deposits on
utilities or telephone." he
said.
"It's better to apply for a
phone early so it'll be
installed
when school
starts, "he added.

"This assures you of the
place," he stated. "Try to
pay it by check so that if you

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copr

don't get a receipt, you'll
have your canceled check."

Berthoff suggested that if
a student finds a house he
wants for next year, a
security deposit should be
made on it

Berthoff also cautioned
against rent penalties which
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K

5 C

47 Rodent whose
fur is nutria.
50 Saferrarker:
Slang.
51 Colorful duck.
52 Acknowledge.
53 Quote.
54 River in
Germany.
56 Contend.
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by Garry Trudeau

SIRE, MRS MB
MANY CONSUMERS WHO
FEEL THAT YOUR ENER6Y
PRIORITY RATINE- SYSTEM
DISCRIMINATES A6AINSTTHE
UTTLE 6UY. CAN
YOU SPEAK 70
<BtV T.\
THAT-' cl™

YES. IT IS
.
'
SAIP THAT THE
^ c
MI6HTY EA6LE KNOWS ' " '
THE H/6HEST REACHES Of
THE MOt/NTAINTOPS AND THE
LOWLY 6RASSH0PPER IS EARTHBOUND ANP SMALL. UTCANNOT
THE SPIRIT OF THE 6RASSHOPPER SOAR
ASHI6HAS
THAT OF
THE EAGLE*

KAV0'
600D
ANSWER'

Cif\

WHAT
THE
HEU..->

ITS AN
ALLE60KY,
MAN, AN
ALLB60RYI
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Siudenls in special education will have the
opportunity to vote lor their lavorite advisor The
Special Education Advisor ol the Year Award will be
presented at the SCBC'l annual desert In the Spring.
You may sign up anytime during the month ol
February in 410 Education Building.
II you are interested in attending the SCBC National
Convention you must sign up by Feb. 6 outside 410 Ed.
Bldg (Also open to Special Ed Majors at an
additional costi The Convention will be held in New
York City.
The Students International Meditation Society will
hold an advanced lecture lor those practicing TM
tonight at 6.30 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge ol the
Union. Eric is back!
The Jewish Group will hold a meeting tonight at 7:30
p.m in the Rivei Room ol the Union Among the films
shown will be The Wall. Days ol Judgment.
America I Love You. and Thirteen Years ol Plastic
Bar Miuvah

r^-'N

of

The written lease will
specify if its a nine-or 12month lease, he said This
lease usually favors the
landlord
because many
clauses can be added.
"But whatever kind it is."
Kridon stressed, "don't be
afraid to ask the landlord
questions on anything you're
not sure about."
Berthoff and Eridon
clarified some lease terms.

means that there will be a
charge if rent is paid late
"One of the biggest
problems that most students
have." Eridon said, "is with
damage charges Within a
few days after you move in.
go through the place with
the landlord and make a list
of all the damages--every
scratch, hole and broken
furniture If you don't, the
landlord can later charge
you for damage that was
already there."

?n^K

REGULARLY 45.99
TO $22.99 per pair

Only one dude In
the race when Bolt
* fr on the case.
toi»."'l\ >»VN ■
.». . M « -■

separately'
clause."
Berthoff noted "This Is in
the landlord's favor. It
means if someone moves
out. the landlord can still
collect the rent and you're
responsible to pay it This is
one reason why it's good to
know the people you are
going to live with,"

DOONESBURY

CINEMA H

JJMfiP

IWO
kinds (ir.il
and
written."
Eridon explained that the
oral lease's main problem is
that "it's your word against
his " But it's easier to move
out because the place will
usually be based on a monthto-month rent.

Thursday
HAPPY HALF

beginning spring quarter
II interested, contact
Joan or Rose at the News
12-1003) and arrangements can be made lor
training this quarter
This is a paid position
Full lime barmaids or
bartenders
wanted
Apply in person - Pelli's
Alpine Village 117 N.
Main St 353-0612
165 to |9S PER
WK/PART TIME addressing envelopes at
home. Companies pay
top money lor that
"personal" touch. For
further info, send SI to
Phoenix Advertising, P.
O. Box 11707. Atlanta,
Ga 30306
WANTED

The Students International Meditation Society will
hold two Introductory Lectures today, on
Transcendental Meditation The first will be from 4-6
p.m. and the second will be Irom 8-10 p m Both will
be held in 105 Hanna Hall.

1 female roommate
needed now and. or lor
Spring. Apt. clow to
campus Call 352-0098
alter 4

RIDES

Call collect 1144-1684
day. or 1-242-9847. lor
Nancy
'

Need living quarters
immediately Call 3520017.

HELP WANTED

1 I. rnunt. needed to
sublease spring quarter.
165 month 353-1074.

Ride needed Marshall
Univ. or OU Fri.Feb. 8
anytime Call Gary. 353
7451.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: White ivory rose
cameo necklace Sentimental value Call 3724873

Petti's Alpine Village is
now taking applications
for a bar maid. Come in
and apply at 117 N Main
353-0611

Lost IN.D. Hockey
game): Black hat With
braid across front Label
reads "Greek Island
Cap Jack 353-9316

Four young maidens
looking lor male servant.
II interested contact 352
0136 and ask lor Gee Gee.
Rita.
Wilma
or
Thomailna.

REWARD - Black cat
with white underside
Sand Ridge Rd. art.

Interested in newspaper
layout? The BG Newt
needs a makeup editor

Drummer & singer lor
rock n roll band 2-5755
Donation or cheap - used
guitar or banjo for
Arizona Indian School.
Ph. 354-1911
Need 1 female to
sublease apt. spring
quarter. 361-6071.
SERVICES OTTERED

For

vour

PHOTO-

GRAPHIC needs Portraits, passports, applications and etc.
Weissbrod Studio 123 W
Wooster Ph 354-9041
Experienced
Typist.
Theses, dissertations,
anything 353-1602.
Abortion
Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service.
216-631-1557
Custom Wedding Rings
by Philip Morton at The
Working Hand Craft
Center 515 Conneaul
PERSONALS
"Big" Cberisse - Glad
you're my Big. Thanks
lor the great time at the
C.I KD Love- "Little"
Laura.
Attention - Shirt and Tie
Gang from Anderson:
Sorry fellows, you just
didn't
"Suit" our
purpose! Regretfully.
3rd Floor Dunbar.
Robin, you may have lost
the Phi Tau contest but
you're a winner as a
little Love In KD. Big
Terrl.
To Big Janet, I'm so
happy to have you as my
Big! Phi Mu Love and
mine. Your Little Chris
TV EarihWatch - new
evening course lor
spring
Includes TV

*•*
programs viewed at
home and Stud projects
on broad topic of
environmt 3 credit hrs.
indep study For info,
contact Kxponriieni.il
Stud . 540 Educ . 22256
Interested in displaying
an exhibit in the Union?
(all l"AO Office 2-2343 or
Ron Rumes. 354-1833
Winner. Congrats on
Sigma Chi Pledge Pres.
What a stud! Love. Mom
and the Kids
FOR SALE
1972 Capri. V-6, 24-30
MPG. 12300 364-8463
65 LeMans 6-Auto-l'onsole. Exc. mech. Nice
int. > ext 1276. 351-6724
Gibson Melody Maker.
Double pick up guitar.
Good condition. 1100. 3620310.
Ampeg amp. 2 cabinets,
4 twelves in each. Brand
new. 200 watts, covert,
wheels incl. List 1595
Will sell lor SH0. 1-3856621 or 1-382-0861 after
7:00p.m.
Men's 10 speed bike,
Gitane Interclub • new,
must sell - best offer.
Call 352-8344
Marvel S, DC Comix
mostly Irom 1960s 352
8661.
FOR RENT
Married couple needs to
rent or sublease a 1
bdrm. furn. apt. for
spring It summer qtrs
Call 364-4*13.
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Job interview sign-up set for tomorrow
Sign-up (or the following
job interviews for the week
of Feb. 18 will be held
tomorrow in the second
floor lounge. Student
Services Bldg.
Sign-up for business
schedules will be held from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p m. and
school schedules from 4:305:30p.m.
A standard placement
office data sheet must be
turned in at the time of signup for each organization
with which the student
wishes to interview
BUSINESS
FEBRUARY 18
Motorists Insurance-Degree and major open for
sales positions
Sales
management and insurance
agents
International HarvesterDec and March grads only
with production major
pieferred but other majors
will be considered for an immediate opening for prod
mgmt trainee.
Tow Motor (A Division of
Caterpillar i-Accounting
position B Acctg Business
Economics Dept opening
B Prod . I ml Tech.. O.D..

Proc. & Mat., as well as
other business areas.
Metropolitan Life-Family
Security Analyst I Sales
Management
Trainee)
MBA 'Should this schedule
not fill, candidates with a B
in Insurance may be considered.
National City Bank of
Cleveland-B. M for training
positions in: Acctg..
Auditing. Branch operations. Bank Americard
Sales. Commercial Loan.
Investments. Marketing and
Trust.
Glidden-Durkee-Financial Management. B Accounting for Fin. Mgmt.
Program. Internal Auditors.
& Staff Accountants.
Sales Management. Food
Service Sales Rep B Bus
Adm. Mktg: Ind Sales
Rep B Chem Engr ; Ind.
Food Sale Hep B Food Sci.
Chem . Biology
Research & Development.
Research
Chemists
(Coatings & Resins) Ph.D..
MS or BS Chemistry.
FEBRUARY 19
"•Hills Department
Stores-Store Management
Trainees B any area interested in a retailing career.

Hike s-. Assistant Buyer B.
M. MBA Mktg. Retlng.
Mgmt., Liberal Arts (Eng .
Soc.. Econ.. Home Econ.).
Latrobe Steel Co -SalesField sales of specialty
steels B Mktg.
Reliance Electric-Sales
Rep. BS BA Lib Arts &
Sales Interest Accountants
B. Acctg. Materials Control
BS Bus Adm . Ind Tech.
Proc. & Mat. preferred
Gen Bus also.
Product Marketing Serv
Div B Mktg , Bus . Adm
only.
Kay Retail-Manager
Trainees B. M Mgmt : Accountants B. M Acctg., Fin..
Econ. Assistant Buvers
B Mktg.
FEBRUARY 20
•••Hills
Department
Stores-See Feb 19 listing.
Hikes-See Feb 19 listing
Commercial Union CosCanceled
Aetna Life & CasualtyClaims Rep & Underwriter
(Commercial Lines I B. Bus
or Liberal Arts: Premium
Auditor B Bus Adm with
some accounting
Work
experience will be taken into
consideration.
The Northern Trust

Company (Chicago. III.)Trust Administration B
Bus. Adm . Fin.. Gen. Bus..
Prod 4 Oper . Acct
Operating B
Info.
Systems
Banking (Credit Analysis
& cash mgmt leading to
commercial lending) MBAFin or Gen. Bus
Lazarus-Management Development Program. B.
MBA with business majors.
•"New York Life-Sales
Management and professional selling BBA Fin..
Insurance Mgmt . Mktg
Interested in I*K majors not
interested in coaching
Continental National Bank
& Trust of Chicago-B. M.
MBA in Econ., Fin , Mktg .
Info Sys.. Math. Mgmt .
Prod. QAC ACCtg. for
many positions Govt. &
Municipal Bond Sales &
Trading, Municipal Bond
Underwriting.
Bond
Analysts for Correspondent
Banks Trust Investment.
Audit Heps anil Supvs .
Bank & Corp Auditing. Int'l
& Commercial Banking
Heps. Comp Sci (Programming & Systems
Analysts, Bank Operations
& Management SUtlStlcUlS
& Operations Research
Specialists
General
Motors-Manu-

facturing position only B
Prod . QAC. Proc & Mat ,
Ind Tech.. Gen Bus GPA
2 85 or above
FEBRUARY 21
Lazarus-See Feb. 20
listing
Continental National Bank
it Trust of Chicago-See Feb
20 listing
Arkansas BestKri-Management Trainees B Bus
Ad.. Mktg or Mgmt
Westinghouse
Electric
Corp -Financial
Mgmt Controller's Organization.
Tax Dep: . Treasury Dept .
& Credit Division B Acctg
or Fin minimum of 12 Ins
of acctg.
Marathon Oil Co—Financial Analyst. Accountant. Auditors. B. MBA
Acctg or Finance
Personnel Rep , B. MBA.
I'isnI. O.D Ind Rel .
Management B. Mgmt. or
Gen Bus Info Systems B.
Comp Sci
Manufacturers
Nat'l
Bank Branch Officer
Trainee B Bus
related
field. Commercial ("red
Analyst MBA. Entry level
Programmer B Comp Sci .
Auditor (junior) B Acctg
Procter & Gamble Co-

Sales Management B M
Bus. or any major
Accounting & Finance
B/M Bus area with acctg.
background. Tax mgmt
same
Field Office Mgmt B.
business or any major
FEBRUARY 22
sii miss Dept. Store-Assistant Buyer Trainee B
any area interested in a
retailing career.
Texaco-B. M. D, for
Geologists for Producing &
Exploration.
Sign-up for this schedule
in the Geology Department
Interviews will also be held
in the Geology Dept.
PPG Industries. Inc
Opening in Sales. Computer
Systems, ('red. Mgmt.. Fin.
Mgmt & Acctg B, Bus
Adm . Comp. Sci., Econ .
Math. Mktg Acctg. Fin
Marathon Oil Co -See
Feb 21 listing

FEBRUARY 19

FEBRUARY 21

Middletown (0.) Bd. of
Educ.-Elem
& all
secondary areas.
•West Geauga lO l Local
Schools-Elem. ; Spec. Ed.;
Ind Arts; Math; Physical
Sci.; Eng.; Bus. Educ.
WPE; Music. Art; Voc.
Educ . Guidance.

Pt. Clinton (O.) SchoolsElem & all secoi dary
areas

FEBRUARY 20
•West Geauga lO.) Local
Schools-See Feb 19 listing.

Mt. Vermin (0.) Jity
Schools-Elem. K-5; Spec.
Educ. Sr H Middle School
EMR
Key
•Evening Only
"Evening also
•••Returning next quar'er

Fact
Line

SCHOOLS
FEBHUAHY 18
Warrensville Hts (0»
City Schools-Elem. & all
secondary areas

372-2445

GOOD/YEAR

SAVE

*«*fe

NEW OIL FILTER

12

when you get our
LUBE & OIL CHANGE
for only $6.50

Limit 5 qts. of oil
per customer.

^ife

GOODYEAR
COUPON

H

SAVE
s

5 OFF TUNE UP

Regular engine tune-up price 32.95 for US. auto's
only—add 4 for 8 cyl. Add $2 for air-cond. cars.
Includes all labor and these parts:
• New spark plugs, condenser, points, rotor
$27.95 WITH THIS
GOODYEAR COUPON

*°s*^

SAVE
$
100FFKf

I

*«**^

RMufar D'ic. $3? 9J_Dots not include) due brakf* indudn
VWY Toyom. Dattu.i.
• Install brake lining* on ail too' whaais
• intpoct maitar cylinder and hydraulic brafca hoats
• Rtmovt. iiim, intpoct. and repack front wheel baannii
add now fluid
if ftoodod: Wheel Cjrtv || so ea . drum* turned 13 ea., front
great* eaats 14.7ft pr., return sprirtfm Jl 00 oa.

$22.95 WITH THIS
GOODYEAR COUPON

SAVE
FRONT END
ALIGNMENT
Regular price $10.95 for U.S. cars plus parts if
needed. Add 3 for air-cond. cars.
• Complete front-end inspection
• Camber, caster, and toe-in set by precision
equipment
SStS WITH THIS
GOODYEAR COUPON

TOM'S TIRE &
AUTO SERVICE
8-5 Daily-8-12 Sat.

165 S. Main

BG 352-4628

Pictures talk.
Some little boys don't.
Some inner-city ghettos have special schools. For little
boys who don't talk.
Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn, so afraid
of failure, they cannot make the slightest attempt to do anything at which they might fail.
Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't behave. And
all of them don't learn.
One day someone asked us to help.
Through Kodak, cameras and film were distributed to
teachers. The teachers gave the cameras to the kids and told
them to take pictures.
And then the miracle. Little boys who had never said anything, looked at the pictures and began to talk. They said
"This is my house." "This is my dog." "This is where I like

to hide." They began to explain, to describe, to communicate.
And once the channels of communication had been opened,
they began to lenrn.
We're helping the children of the inner-city. And we're
also helping the adults. We're involved in inner-city job programs. To train unskilled people in useful jobs.
What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well, we're
showing how our products can help a teacher-and maybe
creating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating
young customers who will someday buy their own cameras
and film. But more than that, we're cultivating alert, educated citizens. Who will someday be responsible for our society.
After all, our business depends on our society. So we care
what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
\(

Dobek seeks point title
By DM GarfleM
AiiUtaat Sports Editor

"Mr. Clutch" has tagged 14 powerplay goals this year.
His success is no mystery. It can't be attributed to any
secret formula or nuclear-powered skates.
"Timing, quickness and just being in the right place at the
right time has been my key to success this year." said the
former Detroit Junior Red Winger. "I stick to the basics of
the game and try to quick judge other's actions. So far il has
payed off."
When Falcon mentor Ron Mason left his successful Lake
Superior post replacing Cleveland Crusader-bound Jack
Vivian, he was blessed with a host of returning lettermen.
But a lack of breaks this year have grounded the Falcons to

Bob Dobek is having an affair going with Michigan State
pucks ter Steve Colp.
It's nothing personal in fact both of the icers don't even
know each other.
For the last three weeks, they have been neck-and-neck in
the American college hockey scoring race.
There's a barnburner of a battle going on between the two
American skaters. To date, Colp holds on to a slim one-point
lead, 7<W9, as both players head down the back-stretch of
the 1974 hockey season.
The Spartan puckster, who maintained a 64 to 63 lead over
Dobek last week, tallied six counters against Michigan
Tech, the nation's No. 1 team, in Houghton. Mich
Meanwhile down in Kalamazoo. Mich., Dobek polished off a
six-point weekend to remain a single tally behind Colp.
Dobek, a six-foot. 180-pound junior center from Taylor.
Mich., has been barbecueing the enemy nets all season
Rarely has a team caught the powerful icer having a cold
scoring night.
"Dobie" has done a lot for the Falcons' record-breaking
offensive atUick this season He tied the mark of six points
in a game against Lake Forest. He also scored the fourfastest goals in BG history. 16:59, busting the old mark of
37:06 set in 1972 by Pete Badour against St. Louis
Maybe the nationwide scoring hasn't been as furious as
last year, but Dobek has kept the fast-action and pointproducing hockey alive at BG Going stronger than ever.

Dobie

Falcon center Bob Dobek (7) splits two defenders in a game earlier this season.
Two-on-one gang upi are commonplace anymore for the junior icer who has
amassed a whopping 69 points to date. (Newsphoto by Joseph Darwal)

a la 14 record

"Dobie" himself has invested in a healthy share of
opportunities Four times the "Mad Hatter" has popped in
three or more goals in a contest, breaking the school mark
for hat tricks in one season held by captain Mike Bartley.
"IT'S A GAME of breaks, noted Dobek "Some nights
you get all the breaks and score a lot of goals, and the next
night you don't get anything-not a break or even a goal I
believe the more you hustle the more breaks you create for
yourself, and the better your chance to score I'll tell you.
the breaks don't come easy for me. 1 have to work hard to
make all my breaks.
"1 wanted to score 30 goals and pass my 63 points of last
year, but having reached those marks. I'll shoot for 35 goals
and 10 more points." said Dobek I'm not going to stop
after achieving these goals Let's say everything from here
to the end of the season is what I call extra effort ' "

The BG Ne*£<
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Falcons face CSU tonight

Officials dictate Cash's play
By Kenny White
Sports Editor
Question...What makes
Cornelius Cash play?
No. it's not another team's
caliber nor is it an opposing
player's reputation nor the
feeling of having a good or
bad night

around some weightespecially under the basket.
DOUBLE C. whose
physical features sport 6'8",
and a 224-pound frame,
squared-off against the
Titans' Greg McDougald,
6'8", 225 pounds, in the
Sooner state.
Results from the two
behemoths' battle were even
more evident as both threw
around their weight and
elbows. Cash scored a
season-high 28 points to go
with his 21 boards.
McDougald finished the
evening with 16 points and 13
rebounds
The reason for the two
players' high offensive production was simple, the
referees just let the two
team's play the game of
hoops like men and not little
boys.
"I LIKE to play when they

Oddly enough, the stimulating factors behind Double
C are those arbitrators in
the zebra-striped shirts with
whistles in their mouths.
Evidence was sub
stanciated Monday night
when referees Will,ml and
Wayne Smith let the Falcons
and Oral Roberts throw

Women gymnasts
The Falcon women gymnasts lost a close 74 55-73 05
decision last Saturday to
Ohio Stale
Although the BG women
lacked depth in the vaulting
event, they fared well in the
balance beam and free
exercise contests.
Sue Graham was a double
winner for the Falcons,
taking firsts in the balance
beam and free-exercise

competition while Sandy
DuRois garnered second in
the balance beam and third
in the uneven-parallel bars.
Debbie Squire nabbed a
second In the Ireeexercise
while taking third in the
vaulting. Klsa Ayala took a
second in the uneven bars
event
The Falcon gals will
travel to Eastern Michigan
Saturday

(referees) let you play
under the boards. It
motivates me," said Cash
who will be in the starting
line-up for the Falcons
against Cleveland State
tonight at 7 30 at Anderson
Arena
"My game depends about
80 per cent on the officials

because I'm an inside
player," said Cash, who is
probably one of the most
physical players in the
league.
"It takes a lot out of you
when a referee is on you,"
Double C said while
explaining the picky little
personals a referee can spot.

Dyminski drafted
Falcon ail-American
soccer player Dave Dyminski has been drafted by the
Rochester Lancers of the
North American Soccer
I.e.mm- in the second round
of the loop's annual draft. .
The talented senior fullback Irom Webster, NY., is
the first Bowling Green
player to be drafted into professional soccer

Dyminski. named Ohio's
outstanding defensive player
in 1973, led BG to a 9-2
record last fall, the best
mark in the booters nineyear history.
A tri-captain of the squad,
Dyminski was a first team
all-Mid-American Conference, first team All-Ohio,
first team all-Midwest and
second team all-American
selection.

Monk

Jeff Montgomery (no.17) scares Bowling Green's final twopointer against Toledo last Saturday at Anderson Arena. On
defense for Toledo are Mike Parker (no. 35), Bob Conroy (no.
20) and Jim Brown (no. 42). Trailing the play for the Falcons
is Skip Howard (no. 52). (Newsphoto by Joseph Glick)

JV hoopsters host Vikings
By Dick Rees
Staff Writer
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Ever hear of a basketball
team that commits an
average of 23 turnovers a
game and still has a 7-2
record''
The Bowling Green JV
hoopsters, who will face
Cleveland State's junior varsity today in a 5:30 p.m.
encounter at Anderson
Arena, are such a team.
The young Falcons have
committed 210 miscues in
nine contests Despite the
errors, they have recorded
victories in their last five
outings.
THE YOUNG Vikings will
have a difficult task

stopping the powerful
Falcon front line, headed by
6'8" freshman Jay I'nderman, who has scored 20 and
24 points in his last two
games
Forwards John Arnold and
Dan Hipsher scored and rebounded below their averages in last Saturday's 74-71
victory over Toledo. JV
mentor Rick Schneider said
he is looking for them to
turn in stellar performances
tonight
Sophomore guard Ron
Grayson is a doubtful
performer lie is nursing a
leg injury "Sugar Bear'
Cheatham and Steve Lamb
probably will get starting
nods in the backcourt if
Grayson is unable to play.

Dial Falcon Hoiline 372-BGSU
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Headlining the Cleveland
State squad will be 6'5"
freshman Malcomb Gardner. 6'3" Pete Pellizzan and
62" DaveKuntz

SUMMER JOBS

ABORTION
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Guys & Gait needed lor summer
emotoymeni at National Parka.
Private Camps. Dudf Ranches and
Resorts ihfouQhoul ("• nation
Over 50.000 students aided each
year For FREE information on
student assistance program sand
sen-addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research.
Otpt SJO. 55 Flalhead Onve.
Kaiispeii MT 59901
YOU MUST APPLY EARLY
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STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

v CHECKED
GIGHAM
Sew the ensp "down home"
look tor year 'round weir.
1/8", 1/4", and 1" checks in
65% polyester, 35% cotton.
Permanent press, pre-shrunk.
and machine washable

Hockey suspensions
COLUMBUS I API -Three
hockey players from the
State University of New
York at Buffalo have been
suspended for one game
following an altercation in a
contest at Western Michigan
University, three weeks ago
Fred Jacoby, commissioner of the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association, said John Stranges has
been suspended for striking
an official while Mark
Sylvester and Mike Perry
received their suspensions
for abusive language
directed at the official
All three Buffalo players
were given match penalties
and automatic disquali-

fications from the contest
under CCHA rules Such
penalties mean automatic
suspension from the next
league game. Jacoby said.
Rules of the CCHA make a
player striking an official
subject to suspension for the
rest of the season, but
Jacoby said Stranges apologized to the official and
helped control his teammates after the incident
Since the three players
laced Western Michigan the
next night. Jacoby ruled
their suspensions will be for
their next CCHA game
March 1 Ironically, it's
against the Broncos.

Pamper all tin angels in your
lilt this Valentine's
Week.and so easy to send
almost anywhere in the country

'10.00
Exclusive FTD Valentine
container
Only thru FTD Florists

Myles Flowers

109 Clay St
352-2002
353-2802
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